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DIMENSIONI
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DIMENSION
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connector

COMPACT OVERALL DIMENSION

The compact dimensions of KeyCan allow installation even in limited space and does not restrict the use 

of modules with too rigid standards.
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Quick, with interlocking

(for thickness up to 1.4 mm)

with metal bracket

(for thickness greather than 1.4 mm)

FIXAGE

In situations of mounting on dashboard with thicknesses up to 1.4 mm, 

the fixing wings allow a quick insertion joint with a great saving of time 

during assembly.
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CAN-BUS

Keycan uses only one 'ID' for the 'Master' module, which in turn takes care 

of managing the other 'slaves' modules independently.

ONLY ONE 'ID'

SPECIFIC ‘ID’

Keycan use a specific ID for every module on CANBUS line
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SAFETY APPLICATION

Thanks to the presence of 2 microcontrollers that control the status of each 

button, KeyCan can also be used for safety application.
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LEVEL OF PROTECTION

The way in which KeyCan has been designed and the materials used for its 

construction, make it suitable also for outdoor applications.
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VERSATILITY

KeyCan LEDs can be customized in terms of 

colors and by software programming, which can 

be associated with specific status indications of 

the affected device if necessary.

LED

The interchangeable plates are customizable in 

the colors of the material, in the symbol shown 

and also in the color of the backlight.

Plates

Also the frame can be customized in color to 

adapt to the style of the context in which Keycan 

will be housed.

Frame

in customization
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By firmware programming, both the color and the 

intensity of the light can be set for each LED. The 

same possibility also exists for the backlighting of 

the pushbutton.

VERSATILITY
in customization
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VERSATILITY
possibility of configuration for any design

The Keycan 4-key module allows great 

freedom in configuring control dashboard, 

giving the possibility to adapt to a wide 

range of conditions.
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VERSATILITY
possibility of configuration for any design

One of KeyCan's winning 

features is represented by the 

possibility of being able to 

orient the icon of the keys both 

horizontally and vertically, 

leaving space for numerous 

solutions in the study of the 

configurations.
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VERSATILITY
In production

Different Application Different Needs

Versatility

in customizations

KeyCan Plates Frames

The versatility of Keycan 

represents an excellent 

margin of possibility in the 

offer of solutions even at the 

end of production line.
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VERSATILITY
In production
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